EV CHARGING PAYMENTS

Pay as you do today with a card or mobile device. The EV driver selects their preferred way to pay and follows the prompts.

1. **TAP, INSERT, SWIPE**
   At the appropriate time in charging process, terminal screen prompts consumer with available payment options. The driver selects their preferred way to pay.

2. **ACKNOWLEDGE PAYMENT**
   Terminal screen confirms payment is being authorized. Tap may in addition have either an audible (e.g., “beep”) or visual (e.g., “green light”).

3. **PAYMENT COMPLETE**
   Terminal communicates the transaction is complete. The approved or declined authorization response is displayed.

4. **CHARGE YOUR VEHICLE**
   No subscription or app is required. EV Stations may vary in how to unlock the charging station to plug in and start the payment process.

Note: There will be multiple ways to pay at EV charging stations. This infographic focuses on deployment of terminals with EMV® chip and contactless technology at public stations. There will be future innovation with payments using Plug & Charge ISO 15118.